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The ‘Just Judgment’ in Western France (c.1000–c.1150):
Judicial Practice and the Sacred

Abstract—This article examines the phrase ‘just judgment’ (*justum judicium*, or *rectum judicium*), sometimes found in western French ecclesiastical charters when describing legal proceedings over the period c.1000–c.1150. It explores the origins of the phrase and the routes by which it entered the language of eleventh- and twelfth-century legal practice. ‘Just judgment’, this article suggests, represented a conscious evocation on the part of court-holders—especially lay court-holders—of ideas of God’s Last Judgment, thereby serving to buttress the authority of legal decision-making. This article thus opens a window onto the political ideas of the much-maligned lay courts of so-called ‘feudal’ society during the central Middle Ages. Finally, this article suggests, more broadly, ways in which problematic ecclesiastical charters might be used to reconstruct the mental horizons of lay, aristocratic justice.

Accounts of legal proceedings from eleventh- and twelfth-century western France sometimes include the phrase ‘just judgment’ (*justum judicium*) or the related ‘right judgment’ (*rectum judicium*) when describing the act of decision-making.¹ Use of the phrase took one of several forms. (1) The judges of a court delivered a ‘just judgment’, or were ordered to make one by a figure of legal authority.² (2) A litigant was ‘defeated by a just judgment’, or was ‘unable to resist a just judgment’.³ (3) Judges either affirmed or offered to prove that a decision already made had been ‘just’.⁴ (4) An individual imposed a ‘just judgment’ as the hypothetical condition that had to be met for some other legal action to follow.⁵ And (5) a litigant obtained contested property ‘by a just judgment’.⁶ Different forms of the phrase ‘just judgment’ placed emphasis on the judges and figures of authority responsible for administering justice (nos. 1, 3, 4), on the losing party’s defeat (no. 2) or on the victorious party’s success (no. 5).⁷ These are differences only in the way that ‘just judgment’ related to the roles individuals played within any given trial: underneath the variety, ‘just judgment’ described legal decisions, contributing to the language of eleventh- and twelfth-century judicial practice.

Appearing in roughly fifty cases over the period c.1000 to c.1150, the language of ‘just judgment’ was a recurring—if not frequent—phrase whose usage in accounts of legal proceedings displays three notable features that provide the springboard for the present study.
First, the language itself appears to have entered representations of legal proceedings via the contexts of judicial ordeal. ‘Just judgment’ language, along with the constellation of ideas it evoked, can be located securely in the liturgical texts (*ordines*) for judicial ordeals. Second, very few cases in which courts made a ‘just judgment’ actually involved an ordeal. While the rarity of recorded ordeals in this period is unsurprising, that language derived from ordeal *ordines* appears in legal proceedings without ordeals merits an explanation. Third, the language of ‘just judgment’ survives chiefly in accounts of trials that gathered under lay presidency. While ecclesiastics sometimes convened ‘just judgment’ proceedings, the evidence for ‘just judgment’ largely concerns the judicial forums of lay justice. These three features—ordeal origins of language, absence of actual ordeals and the prevalence of lay justice—are interrelated, and this article explores in what ways, and how can we explain the phenomenon of ‘just judgment’ in eleventh- and twelfth-century western France.

This article suggests that, in some contexts, lay actors deliberately used the language of ‘just judgment’, repurposing it from its original setting of ordeal, in order to structure their own judicial behaviour in accordance with the ideas that the phrase evoked. ‘Just judgment’ evoked images and metaphors of the Last Judgment; through such language, therefore, lay actors, on occasion, sought to pattern the judicial activities of their courts in ways that were suggestive of the moral implications—and the moral authority—of God’s Last Judgment. Several factors, moreover, made metaphors of the Last Judgment, mediated through the language of ‘just judgment’, particularly appropriate in the context of eleventh- and twelfth-century lay justice. At its broadest level, this article thus explores one facet of the political ideas articulated in certain lay courts. While I will not suggest that the phrase ‘just judgment’ always bore connotations of God’s Last Judgment, the central claim of this article, nevertheless, is that, in some cases, the language of ‘just judgment’ could serve to present legal decision-making as a mimesis of the Last Judgment. As such, this article explores the
interpretative potential of a phrase appearing in some accounts of legal proceedings, the moral resonances that this phrase could evoke, and some reasons why lay legal actors might have actively appealed to it.

Since the present study examines the political ideas animating lay judicial practice, it contributes to wider discussions about the character of so-called ‘feudal justice’ in eleventh- and twelfth-century France. Historians are now well-informed about the practices of disputing in this period—both in and out of court—but we as yet still know little about the political ideas that structure lay justice, nor the ways in which lay actors sought to legitimate their judicial activity and laid claim to the moral authority to pronounce definitive legal decisions. The question is an important one in light of debates about the quality of justice and its relationship to aristocratic power in post-Carolingian western France. Few scholars today subscribe to the old-fashioned view that the ‘collapse’ of Carolingian ‘public’ institutions—whether occurring gradually over the tenth century, or around the year 1000— ushered in a period of unbridled violence and ‘anarchy’. But as the study of ‘dispute-processing’, a key line of attack against the idea of the ‘feudal anarchy’, now returns to subject of power, the question of the legitimation of judicial power has re-emerged with urgency. For some historians, this seigneurial power in post-Carolingian France can be characterised primarily as affective, involving force and lacking in normative and political self-reflection capable of constraining the pursuit of seigneurial interest.

The difficulty in reconstructing the political ideas beneath the practices—affective and violent, or not—of lay justice is, in part, a problem of the sources. Unlike other periods, ‘feudal justice’ lacks a tradition of moralistic and legislative writing that communicates the wider principles that underpin it. Historians for the period c.1000–c.1150 rely almost entirely on ecclesiastical charters—‘acts of practice’—to reconstruct not only legal practice, but also the principles and conceptual categories that structure it. To say that ‘acts of practice’
are ill-suited to this task would be an understatement. Such documents suffer a litany of source critical problems: they are *ex parte*, often retrospective and written in the literate Latin of the clerical elite, in distinction to the vernacular of their lay subjects.\(^\text{17}\) While charters’ capacity to cast light on the attitudes of the laity remains uncertain, by focusing on how lay actors articulated and legitimated their judicial power, it becomes possible to traverse the lay/ecclesiastical divide and to glimpse the world of shared political and moral values uniting lay and ecclesiastical actors. An underlying suggestion of this study is that ecclesiastical ‘acts of practice’ can be used to say something about the very ideation of lay justice.

The plan of this article is as follows. Part I focuses on the meaning of the phrase ‘just judgment’, and explores the relationship between it and ideas of the Last Judgment, a relationship sharpened in the legal contexts of ordeal. Part II examines two ‘just judgment’ cases involving lay courts in-depth, teasing out how we can see the parallels between ‘just’ and Last Judgment operate in specific contexts. Finally, Parts III and IV explore the wider themes raised by the two case studies, offering an explanation for why certain lay actors might have used the language of ‘just judgment’ in the ways this paper suggests. While much of the following argument will be speculative in places, this is all the more important if we are to get the most out of our surviving evidence.

I

‘Just judgment’ language finds its origins in Scripture, in the Old and New Testaments.\(^\text{18}\) 2 Macc 12:41, for instance, reads, ‘Then they all blessed the just judgment of the Lord, who had discovered the things that were hidden’. Often, the ‘just judgment’ referred to God’s judgment, who represented the archetypal ‘just judge’ (*Justus Judex*).\(^\text{19}\) ‘Thou art just, O Lord: and thy judgment is right’, as one Psalm put it.\(^\text{20}\) But God’s ‘just judgment’ also served as a model for human judges. Christ admonished his followers thus: ‘Judge not according to
the appearance: but judge just judgment’. Scriptural norms provided important linguistic and conceptual models for the conduct of judges. Judges, ideally at least, ought to emulate the Justus Judex in pronouncing ‘just judgment’. To judge, after all, was to share in the power of the divine. As Deut 16:18 explained, ‘Thou shalt appoint judges and magistrates in all thy gates, which the Lord thy God shall give thee, in all thy tribes: that they may judge the people with just judgment’. The language of ‘just judgment’ thus evoked ideas of God’s judgment, intimating that human judges had a moral responsibility to pattern their judicial behaviour after that of the Justus Judex.

The Scriptural language of ‘just judgment’ constituted one element in the programme of Carolingian judicial reform, one which left its mark on eleventh- and twelfth-century legal practice and language. The Admonitio generalis of 789, for instance, instructed judges as follows: ‘let all those to whom power of judging is given, judge justly’, and went on to quote Scriptural injunctions to this effect from Zach 8:16 and Deut 16:19. The wider Programmatic Capitulary of 802 likewise admonished that judges should ‘always exercise just judgment in all things’. As Paul Fouracre has explained, the Carolingian programme of reform represented ‘the effort to make justice conform to scriptural norms’, and the idea of the ‘just judgment’ served to anchor judicial responsibility within such a framework. To judge justly was to make decisions in accordance with divine law. And such ideas continued in the political theology of the post-Carolingian period. Abbo of Fleury, for instance, in his Liber apologeticus (c.995) stated that kings ought to ‘make just judgment in all things’; he further reminded his addressees, Kings Hugh and Robert, that a king’s judgment is not his own, but God’s, ‘to whom he will render account’ at the Day of Judgment.

Another feature of Carolingian judicial reform was the promotion of the unilateral ordeal, which formed one of the likely pathways through which ideas of ‘just judgment’ entered the language of eleventh- and twelfth-century legal practice. The various ordines for ordeal,
which were produced from the ninth century onwards, frequently refer to ‘just judgment’. Recorded prayers in the *ordines* adjured God the ‘Just Judge’, praising his ‘right’ judgment. Some prayers stated, ‘You judge what is just’ (*tu iudicas quod iustum est*), while others beseeched, ‘You deem worthy to reveal your just judgment’ (*ut iustum iuditium discernere digneris te rogamus*). One tenth-century *ordo* is particularly revealing. It began, ‘Just Judge, all your judgments are true and just’ (*iustus iudex omnia iudicia vera et iusta sunt*), before supplying one of the prayers said during the ordeal: ‘we submit this hand to this burning iron to be tested by your just judgment’ (*ad hoc candens ferrum tuo iusto iuditio examinandum mittimus*). The text concludes with an exhortation: ‘May no trick, Lord, prevail against your omnipotence and your just judgment’ (*Nullum Domine contra tuam omnipotentiam iustumque iuditium prevaleat prestigium*).

Although the relationship between ritual *ordines* and actual practice was not straightforward, there are nevertheless several indications that ordeal *ordines* influenced western French practice. In a 1066 case, for instance, Alcherius undertook an ordeal by hot water for the monks of Saint-Florent in their dispute with Count Geoffrey III of Anjou (1060–68). Within the basilica of Saint-Maurice, in Angers, Alcherius performed the ordeal ‘in accordance with the rites’ (*rite*), a statement strongly suggestive that the ordeal followed a set of prescriptions likely deriving from an *ordo*. This same text also noted that the clergy of Saint-Maurice said masses (*missarum*) whilst the water was heating—again hinting that the ordeal *ordines* supplied the texts for these masses. In another Angevin ordeal, Renaud the Grammarian (of Saint-Maurice) supplied the proband with the words to swear during his ordeal: the charter uses *litterae* when describing these ‘words’, implying that Renaud lifted them from a physical text—all the more plausible given Renaud’s learned reputation. In a third case, from 1090 x 1110 and involving the nuns of Le Ronceray, the charter included an adjuration to ‘God Almighty, the Just and Right Judge’ (*Deus omnipotens, judex justus et*
Such language resonates loudly with that of the *ordines*. And given that this Le Ronceray charter also mentions that mass was celebrated, that the proband took communion, and that the proband swore an oath upon the relics, we appear to be observing a situation where practice and matched in part the *ordines* for ordeal.

That the language of ‘just judgment’ was associated with ordeals seems to be confirmed by the fact that a handful of ‘just judgment’ cases involved an ordeal, including the earliest example of the phrase in a description of legal practice that I have found, dating from c.988 x 94. During a dispute with the monks of Saint-Maur de Glanfeuil over tithes from the *villa* of Meigné, the monks of Saint-Florent de Saumur put a witness to the test who, following an ordeal, ‘appeared safe’ (*salvus apparuit*). The monks of Saint-Maur contested this, however, and held onto the tithes ‘by force’ (*per vim*), alleging that the decision had been unjust. Both parties gathered before Bishop Renaud of Angers, who ordered one of the men present to swear an oath that the previous decision (made by Renaud’s predecessor) ‘was a fair and just judgment’ (*equum justumque judicium*). A second case from 1056 x 68 saw one Pertusus offer to undergo an ordeal in his case against the monks of Saint-Vincent of Le Mans, but by the appointed day he had fled, thereby defaulting his case: the judges therefore judged ‘by a right judgment’ that the contested tithe belonged to Saint-Vincent. And finally, in 1102, the court of Robert de Rochecorbon adjudged an ordeal by hot iron (*ignito ferri*) to Guy son of Sulio in his ongoing dispute over judicial rights with the monks of Marmoutier. Guy objected, alleging that the judges had made an ‘unjust judgment’; two of the judges then stated that ‘they would prove in any court that they had made a just judgment’. At this, Guy and his supporters ‘were defeated by a just judgment’ (*justo convicti judicio*), and recognized their wrong (*injuriam*). Despite the interpretative difficulties of the preceding cases, they illustrate the basic point that ordeal supplied an obvious legal context for the language of ‘just judgment’ to surface.
It is possible that lay participation in ordeals and their accompanying rites and prayers, provided a conduit through which the language of ‘just judgment’ diffused into the language of legal practice. Take the following example. The language of ‘just judgment’ appeared twice in cases connected with the lords of Chemillé; once in c.1093 when Geoffrey, son of Hersende, was ‘compelled by a right judgment’ in Pierre II de Chemillé’s court; and again in c.1120 when Sigebrand, son of Thibaud, saw his challenge ‘brought to nothing by a just judgment’ in the same Pierre’s court. It is intriguing, therefore, that in 1060, Pierre’s father, Sigebrand, submitted a man to undergo an ordeal by hot iron at Chalonnes, but Sigebrand abandoned his claim whilst the iron was heating—and no doubt when various prayers and rites were being performed. Or again, in c.1100, the court of Pierre II de Chemillé ordered Raoul, a craftsman of the monks of Marmoutier, to undergo an ordeal by hot iron: in the monks’ charter, Pierre was expressly identified as being present while the proof was performed, thereby witnessing its accompanying rites and prayers. The Chemillé cases thus suggest that participation in ordeals might have exposed lay actors to the rites and language of ordeal rituals that could then be re-purposed in cases lacking an ordeal, presided over by those same lay actors.

Underlying God’s ‘just judgment’, as revealed through an ordeal, were ideas of the Last Judgment. In Don Denny’s memorable phrase, the ordeal was ‘a foretaste of the Last Judgment’. The prayers said before an ordeal was performed, for instance, sometimes beseeched Christ, ‘who will come to judge the living, the dead, and the world through fire’ (venturus est iudicare vivos et mortuos et seculum per ignem). Others adjured God to ‘free us in the day of Judgment’ (in die iudicii libera nos), while some oaths sworn by probands saw the oath sworn, among other things, upon ‘the day of Judgment’ (et per diem tremendi iudicii). Such phrases explicitly connected the ordeal to the Last Judgment. Moreover, some ordeals may have been performed before sculptures of the Last Judgment. This may
have been the case at Autun in eastern France, where the c.1130 tympanum depicting the Last Judgment also included a phrase that, as Don Denny has argued, derived from ordeal ordines.49

The significance of such language lies in part, then, in its evocation of the moral ideas of the Last Judgment; ordeals provided one of the more obvious occasions where the relationship between language and its cosmological implications was dramatized for litigants. Ordeals were not, however, the exclusive route whereby ‘just judgment’ became attached to ideas of Last Judgment. As a defining moment in Christian belief, ideas surrounding the Last Judgment were reinforced across several contexts. Gift-giving to ecclesiastical institutions provided one of these. Charters recording gifts sometimes stated that a gift was made for fear of the Last Judgment. In 1086 Raoul de Montrevault remitted rights of the commendise—a sort of protection money—to the monks of Saint-Florent because: ‘I am very terrified by the enormity of my sins, by which I shall earn wrath on the day of wrath and the revelation of the just judgment of God, who renders to each according to his deeds’.50 Likewise, in 1105 Berlai de Montreuil issued a charter to the monks of Saint-Nicolas of Angers establishing a priory in his castle because, ‘I fear that I shall be damned in the Last Judgment by the Just Judge’.51 References to the tribunal Christi (cf. Rom 7:10, 2 Cor 5:10), the dies judicii—and even the justus judex—are not uncommon in motivation clauses, nor, unsurprisingly, in sanction clauses promising divine punishment upon would-be transgressors of property transactions.52 Such language in charters recording pious gift-giving signals that the links between ‘just judgment’ and Last Judgment, keenly made in contexts of ordeal, formed part of a larger symbolic repertoire that structured much religious and legal life.53

The phrase ‘just judgment’ thus referred to God’s judgment, a judgment that blurred the boundaries between a specific judgment, like that purportedly revealed through ordeal, and the larger moral evaluation of the Last Judgment. That images of the Last Judgment served to
structure judicial activity in the Middle Ages has been noted by a number of scholars.\textsuperscript{54} Models of God as the ‘Just Judge’, seated on a throne delivering judgment on the Day of Judgment provided images and language that were reflected in terrestrial justice. The language of ‘just judgment’ engaged this sacral, cosmological framework along with the constellation of ideas leading to God’s Last Judgment. Ordeals furnished one direct and spectacular occasion during which ideas, language and action could come together; the relationship between ‘just judgment’ language and ordeal \textit{ordines} therefore offers us an important clue to see how particular ideas might have spread in specific contexts. But ordeals were not the only such occasions, and eleventh- and twelfth-century individuals could connect the language of ‘just judgment’ to ideas of the Last Judgment through gift-giving, the reading out of sanction clauses, or even encounters with sculpted and painted depictions of the Last Judgment. All played a part in sharpening such ideas.\textsuperscript{55}

II

The preceding discussion provides an interpretative framework for what the phrase ‘just judgment’ could have meant in the context of eleventh- and twelfth-century justice. Now we shall explore a couple of cases in detail in order to see how and why the use of such language could constitute a legal ritual, at least in some courts. While conclusions drawn from case studies will remain tentative, the final sections of this paper will situate these examples in the wider corpus of ‘just judgment’ cases.

\textit{Case 1: Bouchard, son of Guérin}

Sometime after 1082, but no later than 1095, Bouchard son of Guérin, with the help of Eudes de Sermaise, went to collect wood from the woodland of Rougé, which belonged to the monks of Saint-Aubin of Angers.\textsuperscript{56} The monks had received this woodland in 1060 x 67 by
gift from Thibaud de Jarzé and his family. Bouchard’s father Guérin, however, possessed a third of the judicial rights in Rougé from Thibaud, so was bought out for 10s., some grain, and the monks’ prayers when Thibaud made his gift.\textsuperscript{57} From this, we can infer that Bouchard’s claim to the woodland was connected to his father’s once-held rights, making this, broadly, an inheritance claim—though the specifics remain difficult to reconstruct. Before Bouchard and Eudes had gathered wood, however, Adenor de Jarzé, Thibaud’s widow, was apprised of the situation by some local men, and apparently said to her adversaries: ‘Do not violate the alms given by Thibaud, my husband, and by myself and my son. I shall have Lord Roger—your lord too—hold a just judgment between you and the monks of Saint-Aubin as soon as he gets here. Indeed, it falls to him to correct that which requires correction’.\textsuperscript{58} Adenor’s offer failed to convince Bouchard and Eudes, and in the ensuing fracas, some of Adenor’s men were left wounded, and others slain, allowing Bouchard and Eudes to take away two trees. Roger de Montrevault, ‘greatly angered’, then summoned the two men ‘to right’ (\textit{ad jus}), presumably in his court: there, after Roger delivered a ‘right judgment’ (\textit{juditium rectum}), Bouchard (but not Eudes) recognized his wrong (\textit{culpa}), and was fined 30s., payable to Saint-Aubin’s abbot. Bouchard then begged that the fine be pardoned by Abbot Gérard. After following the Gérard to Angers, Bouchard received mercy, abandoned all his challenges against the monks, was pardoned 28s. of his fine and then admitted into the prayers of the abbey—like his father some twenty years prior.

The charter recording Bouchard’s case weaves the language of ‘just judgment’ into a reflection on the Last Judgment, one in which the lord, Roger de Montrevault, played the role of the ‘Just Judge’, delivering a \textit{juditium rectum}. The charter opens by alluding to the Olivet Discourse—the eschatological prophecies leading the Last Judgment found in Matt 24–25, Mark 13 and Luke 21—when it decries the abundance of iniquity that increases day by day (Matt 24:12). The charter’s two uses of the phrase ‘just judgment’—in Adenor’s offer and
Roger’s decision—thus occur within an interpretative framework where, for the monastic author at least, ‘just judgment’ and the Last Judgment were conceptual bedfellows. Just such a conceptual relationship further informs the fact that the disputed property had explicitly been given in alms. When lay actors gave property to churches ‘in alms’, they hoped to accrue the benefits of ecclesiastical prayers for their souls and, ideally, the intercession of a powerful saint at the Last Judgment when standing before the tribunal of Christ.59 Since eleemosynary gifts to saints constituted an exchange between heaven and earth, they represented a process whose efficacy rested on the inviolability of the specific property at the core of the exchange.60 Threats to eleemosynary property thus endangered the soul(s) of the original donor(s), vitiating the potential that the gift achieve its hoped-for effects at the Last Judgment.61 Bouchard’s entry into the woodland given to Saint-Aubin by Thibaud de Jarzé physically violated the purity of this particular eleemosynary property, imperilling the souls of Thibaud and his kin.

Textually, the Saint-Aubin charter therefore illustrates how the language of ‘just judgment’ was integrated into a conceptual framework that reinforced lessons about the sacrosanctity of gifts in alms, the physical and spatial inviolability of said alms, and the parallels between terrestrial authorities protecting a monastic interpretation of property and metaphors of the Last Judgment. How far this framework remains a textual artefact, or if the individuals involved in the case—especially Adenor and Roger—deliberately constructed meaning around it is another question altogether—one that in this case is difficult to answer. The rhetorical coherence of the Saint-Aubin charter may suggest that we are observing simply a polished monastic text. But there is another point to stress. Adenor herself is credited with using ‘just judgment’ language in the speech attributed to her by the charter scribe. It would be naïve to accept this speech as a verbatim account of Adenor’s words; nevertheless, as Richard Barton has recently stressed, stylized accounts of speech in charters
represent the sorts of things that individuals might have said.\textsuperscript{62} The content of such speeches, even as recorded in ecclesiastical charters, may just open a window onto the values of the people making them. It matters, therefore, that Adenor’s speech forged a relationship linking property given in alms, the ‘just judgment’, and the legal-moral authority of Roger de Montrevault. If her precise words are debatable, it seems questionable to conclude that Adenor herself was unable to give voice to the ideas that the language of ‘just judgment’ communicated.

\textit{Case 2: Païen, son of Norman}

In c.1127, the canons of Saint-Laon de Thouars complained to Aimeri, the vicomte of Thouars, about the ‘evils’ (\textit{mala}) that Païen, son of Norman had inflicted upon them.\textsuperscript{63} Païen alleged that the canons built a mill to the detriment of his own mill, and thus he pursued them with a sword, crippling one of their pack animals and seizing another. Aimeri compelled Païen to his court, and ordered his nobles (\textit{proceres}) to make a judgment ‘according to the accounts’ (\textit{ex verbis}) each party. The nobles retreated ‘into another area’ to deliberate, then (presumably having returned) they ‘made a just judgment’, stating that Païen’s challenge was unjust and that canons’ mill was causing no harm to his own. Then the canons repeated their complaint about the pack animals. The nobles judged again, stating that Païen ought to compensate everything; recognising, however, that this was too heavy a burden for him, they persuaded Païen to beg for pardon from the canons and make ritual satisfaction ‘by the throat’ (\textit{per gulam}). Païen therefore entered the canons’ chapter-house and ‘on bent knees, gave himself in satisfaction by the throat’ (\textit{flexis genibus in satisfactionem se ipsum per gulam tradidit}), then kissed each of the canons before promising to bring no further challenge against the canons.
Unlike Bouchard’s case, Païen’s survives in a less rhetorically embellished charter. The language of ‘just judgment’ appears in a matter-of-fact way—the judges pronounced a *justum judicium*. While this does not mean the Saint-Laon charter can be read as an unproblematic account, its absence of Scriptural allusion or exegetical craftsmanship distinguishes it, at least in part, from the Saint-Aubin charter discussed above. For the present argument, two points emerge from Païen’s case. First, it situates the language of ‘just judgment’ within a precise moment of the trial, allowing a glimpse of the *mise-en-scène* of Aimeri’s court. The nobles responsible for making judgment physically retreated elsewhere before announcing their decision (*in alteram partem secesserunt*). Only upon their return did they then pronounce the *just* judgment. Physical movement and the separation of space, while in part practical because it allowed judges to deliberate free (in theory) from the influence of the court, also demarcated the act of judgment from the rest of the trial, thereby heightening the drama of the moment of decision-making. That, in Païen’s case at least, the language of ‘just judgment’ was explicitly associated with gestures that helped dramatize judgment is a salient indication of the potentially charged quality to the ideas underlying ‘just judgment’.

Second, the ‘just judgment’ in Païen’s case was flanked by two additional gestures that further structured the dispute. First was the plaint, or *clamor*, that the canons made to Aimeri. While the *clamor* retained a marked juridical function, it could also express moral ideas whereby litigants highlighted the symmetry between legal wrongdoing and sin, and where the authorities to whom *clamores* were made viewed their legal authority in moral terms. Second was the ritual satisfaction ‘by the throat’ that Païen made on the spot to the canons in their chapter-house, on bent knees, and which was followed by a pledging of faith (*fides*) and osculatory exchanges. The phrase *per gulam* presents interpretative difficulties, exacerbated by the fact that this charter is the only attestation of the practice I have found from western France in this period. The text literally states that Païen knelt down, with his throat exposed.
This would be a vulnerable position, and, if this interpretation is correct, Païen’s eyes would be forced to look upwards, toward the heavens. It is tempting to connect the clamor, the language of ‘just judgment’, and a gesture of satisfaction that required the penitent to direct his gaze upwards, to the celestial realm. The judges’ pronouncement of a ‘just judgment’ may represented the ambition to place the entire dispute into a coherent moral meaning; it dramatized the implications of using force against ecclesiastics, which then fed seamlessly into the satisfaction Païen performed as a penitent. The cosmological significance of the phrase ‘just judgment’ formed the lynchpin: by drawing parallels between earthly justice and the Last Judgment, Païen—theoretically—could recognize the gravity of his wrong. In contrast to the Last Judgment, however, this mimetic Last Judgment allowed for reconciliation and the hope of redemption.

III

The above cases touch on two wider themes: lay agency in expressing ideas of ‘just judgment’; and the relationship between judicial process and the sacred. In considering each of these themes we can reach a clearer understanding of how the language of ‘just judgment’ might have worked as a mimesis of the Last Judgment. It must however be re-emphasised that what follows constitutes a set of factors that could contribute to the meanings that legal actors might have taken from the language of ‘just judgment’. The following should not be taken as an argument for what the phrase ‘just judgment’ always meant when it appeared in accounts of legal proceedings.

The immediate question raised by the preceding two cases concerns whether the lay parties credited with offering or making a ‘just judgment’ actually used this language. The question is a thorny one, and touches on the key interpretative difficulty in using texts produced by the clerical elite to reconstruct the attitudes of the lay actors that those same
texts describe. Is the language of ‘just judgment’ simply a conceit of ecclesiastical scribes, or can we view the phrase as a language of judicial authority, emanating from lay court-holders themselves? As we have seen in the two case-studies, the language of ‘just judgment’ could appear in more or less rhetorically developed texts. While the charter can certainly be thought of as text, it was text composed from a bricolage that combined oral and written elements, which could be assembled in different ways. One level of analysis therefore will always remain the construction of text; but here I want to suggest that the language of ‘just judgment’—even when integrated into the charter as text—can also, at times, be located in the oral pronouncements of lay actors themselves.

There are three arguments that cumulatively suggest that lay actors were sometimes responsible for the language of ‘just judgment’. First, the phrase appears associated with certain specific jurisdictions. I have already mentioned the lordship of Chemillé, in whose court litigants on two separate occasions were overcome by a ‘right’ or ‘just’ judgment. The court of Aimeri de Thouars, moreover, pronounced a ‘just judgment’ on three separate occasions from c.1127 to c.1138. Since all the Thouars cases come from the archives of the canons of Saint-Laon de Thouars, however, it is difficult to know to what extent ‘just judgment’ might have been a house style of the canons, or a product of Aimeri’s court itself.

More interesting in this regard is the relative frequency with which the phrase ‘just judgment’ was attached to the court of the counts of Anjou. Between 1080 and 1105, Count Fulk IV (1067/8–1109) ‘pronounced an authentic and just judgment’ in favour of the monks of Marmoutier against Renaud de Craon. Fulk’s judgment is one of ten cases ranging from c.1040 to c.1150 heard under Angevin comital presidency that use such language. The Angevin comital cases merit emphasis for several reasons. First, seven different religious houses preserve Angevin ‘just judgment’ cases, making it difficult to explain such language as the product of any given house’s particular ‘style’. Moreover, from the reign of Fulk IV
we start to have evidence for a comital writing office, whose importance increased during the reigns of Fulk V (1109–29) and Geoffrey IV (1129–51)—perhaps the comital administration, maybe even under the influence of the individual counts, shaped the language describing their courts’ judicial activities. Further, it is possible to locate where some of these comital cases took place. Thus, a *generale placitum* held in Angers in 1040 x 60 resulted in a ‘legal and right judgment’ (*legali ac recto judicio*); Fulk IV’s ‘authentic and just judgment’ mentioned above occurred at Durtal; Fulk V fixed a day for a case to be terminated ‘by a just judgment’ at Beaufort; and several cases were heard at Baugé, for which attestations of ‘just judgment’ cases survive from three separate institutions spread across western France—Marmoutier near Tours, Saint-Aubin d’Angers and La Trinité in Vendôme. Because ‘just judgment’ language appears in Angevin comital cases that took place in several different places and survive in disparate ecclesiastical archives, it is probable that these charters reflect, at least in part, some of the linguistic phrases used in these courts.

A second argument suggesting that lay actors might have consciously used ‘just judgment’ language is simply that the principles such language espoused also appeared in the moral instruction of the laity, thereby providing a ready set of ideas to frame judicial power. Thus in 1109, Robert d’Arbrissel wrote a letter to Countess Ermengarde of Brittany, counselling her to ‘Judge not according to the appearance: but judge just judgment’, directly quoting John 7:24, in encouraging Ermengarde to remain steadfast in her execution of justice. Likewise, in c.1131 Hildebert de Lavardin wrote to Geoffrey IV Anjou, urging him not to undertake a pilgrimage; Hildebert reminded of Geoffrey of his duty to protect the poor, especially from the predations of his own ministers, and if Geoffrey failed in his duties as a ruler, he would merit anger ‘on the day of wrath and the revelation of the just judgment of God, who renders to each according to his deeds’. When a charter, therefore, from c.1126 describes the count of Anjou—this time Fulk V, Geoffrey’s father—and his wife, Arembourg,
as ‘very great lovers of justice’, whose court then pronounced a decision against Robert *Papa Bovem* who ‘was unable to resist this just judgment’, we can well imagine how some lay actors could connect the dots to construct a language of judicial authority like that of ‘just judgment’.\(^{77}\)

Third, there is a linguistic argument to make that in at least one ‘just judgment’ case, the charter scribe transliterates the judges’ actual vernacular words into Latin. The Le Lude judgment, delivered by Hubert, vicomte du Maine, and Robert the Burgundian in a complex case involving the monks of Saint-Aubin in 1067 x 90, reads as follows: ‘We have heard, *domina*, the account of your husband, along with your response, and those of your son and son-in-law; we judge for you all, by a just judgment, that according to his statement, and your response, none of you have any right in those vineyards’.\(^{78}\) The judges continued to explain their decision, before concluding: ‘And therefore, judging justly between you, we state to you that none of you, according to what you have said and what they [the monks] replied, can claim anything in those vineyards’.\(^{79}\) Like Bouchard’s case, the Le Lude judgment records a stylized speech in which the judges stressed their ‘just judgment’ and that they were ‘judging justly’. Here, however, the charter appears to bring us very close to the actual spoken word. This charter includes the following statement near its beginning: ‘And so that the judgment (*judicamentum*) may be understood more openly, let the words (*verba*) of the trial be recorded’. In a charter that outlines, in detail, the arguments made by each disputing party, leading to a judgment formed explicitly on the basis of those arguments, such a statement signals that the case was perceived as noteworthy by its monastic participants for the words exchanged. Crucial here is the word used for judgment itself: *judicamentum*. The Le Lude judgment is one of only two examples I have found where the phrase ‘just judgment’ uses *judicamentum*, rather than the expected *judicium*.\(^{80}\) The word *judicamentum* was a neologism, a Latinisation of the vernacular *jugement*, and its appearance in this case provides an
important clue, therefore, that behind the charter text of the Le Lude judgment was almost
certainly the vernacular juste jugement.81

While none of the preceding considerations on its own constitutes a smoking-gun,
cumulatively they give reason to think that the language of ‘just judgment’ could at times
reflect the actual language used in lay courts. Concepts of ‘just judgment’ were one element
that charter draftsmen may have listened to and incorporated into charter narratives that were,
after-all, highly reflexive accounts.82 As in Bouchard’s case, such language could receive an
exegetical gloss by a monastic author; but vitally, that same language could plausibly have
been used by lay actors themselves.

IV

The question of why lay actors might have used the language of ‘just judgment’ is more
difficult to answer. To suggest that presenting the decision-making in terms evocative of the
Last Judgment was a strategy of judicial legitimation merely rephrases the question as a
statement. It is necessary to explain why this strategy in particular, and what about images of
the Last Judgment that made them appropriate when attempting to structure legal authority?
Part of the answer must come down to the relationship between judgment and coercion, on
the one hand, and the available means of mediating this relationship on the other.

Underneath the judgments considered in this paper was the coercive power of lay court-
holders. This is evident in both Bouchard’s and Païen’s case. In the former, it was Roger de
Montrevault’s ‘very great anger’ that compelled Bouchard and Eudes to come to justice
‘immediately’ (statim).83 With the latter, Aimeri de Thouars explicitly ‘compelled’ (coegit)
Païen to court. An element of compulsion was no doubt present in many of the other cases
involving ‘just judgment’ language. In c.1126, for example, another Païen, this one a prévôt,
was ‘constrained by the just judgment’ of the nobles and burgesses of Bellême; or in c.1093,
Geoffrey son of Hersende was ‘compelled by a right judgment’ (*recto judicio coactus*).84 More implicitly, in many of the cases considered in this paper, there was often a social gap between the lay disputant and the political figure under whose aegis a court gathered, with the former occupying a position of seigneurial agent.85 As several scholars have pointed out, an asymmetric power relationship between litigant and court-holder was more likely than not to result in judgment, in no small part due to the fact that the court-holder possessed the coercive power necessary for enforcement.86 Moreover, compromises over the substantive proprietary matters at the heart of the ‘just judgment’ cases were exceptionally rare: the cases considered in this paper instead tended to end in definitive judgments.87 Even the ‘agreements’ forged between ecclesiastics and men like Bouchard or Païen end up being illusory. Although Bouchard was forgiven 28s. of his fine, his substantive claim to collect wood from Rougé was defeated; and Païen’s grievance concerning the canons’ mill made little progress in Aimeri’s court. And as Hubert and Robert put it in the Le Lude judgment, ‘none of you have any right’: this was a categorical and authoritative statement, and was meant to be so.

It seems unlikely that those with judicial responsibility did not seek to legitimate the coercive power on which the decisions of their courts ultimately rested. In a basic sense, the language of ‘just judgment’ was a form of judicial legitimation, reinforcing a court-holder’s authority by drawing parallels between terrestrial judgment and that of the *Justus Judex*. While one could argue that ‘just judgment’ simply meant that a decision had been reached following due process—and was thereby divorced from any wider moral framework—such a conclusion would risk minimising the specific roots of ‘just judgment’ language, and cannot easily explain why *this* language should have been chosen when describing a lawful decision. More importantly, separating ‘just judgment’ from its moral dimensions risks implying that law can be considered independently from morality—a difficult proposition to maintain for
today, let alone for the Middle Ages. At any rate, models of divine justice must have been particularly appropriate in disputes involving churchmen. Indeed, whatever interpretation we give to the language of ‘just judgment’ must take into account the structural fact that our evidence centres on disputes involving ecclesiastics.

In this light, it is striking that both Bouchard’s case and Païen’s involved clear acts of violence committed by laymen against church property. Violence, indeed, is a recurring theme in these cases. Sanction clauses in charters, saintly miracle stories and the liturgies of malediction that survive from the period all make clear that the use of force against ecclesiastics and their property incurred the wrath of God, and was a sin requiring satisfaction. Bouchard, for instance, was made to acknowledge publicly his culpa—a word implying legal wrong and moral sin in equal measure—before travelling to a monastic chapterhouse to make amends. The language of ‘just judgment’ helped participants enter this register by drawing attention to the moral implications of being judged. By evoking ideas and images of the Last Judgment, the language of ‘just judgment’ equated the offending party receiving judgment with a sinner before Christ on his throne at the Last Judgment. In theory, at least, curial pronouncements of ‘just judgment’ formed an element of moral instruction, warning—and judging—against the dangers of assaults upon ecclesiastical property. Of course, not all ‘just judgment’ cases involved acts of force; but the moral lessons could easily extend to the very act of claiming property from churchmen—ever keen on presenting any challenge against them as inherently unjust. The point to draw from this is that using language so evocative of the images of the Last Judgment dramatized the moral dimensions of disputes involving churchmen. The drama cast roles for the judge(s), who became comparable to God in his tribunal at the Last Judgment, and for the offender(s), who (ideally) recognized in the present decision a foretaste of the Last Judgment. And it structured the very moral interpretation of conflict: violence against church property—or even the act of
disputing with churchmen—constituted a sin for which the malefactor would be damned come the Day of Judgment.

The language of ‘just judgment’ also performed a more basic task, however, and that was to incorporate the act of judgment within a sacral framework. To appreciate what I mean by this, it is worth unpacking the relationship between judicial process and the sacred in greater detail. In eleventh- and twelfth-century court cases, two elements ensured the presence of the sacred: proofs and the locations of justice. Ordeals calling for the judicium Dei were only the most spectacular procedural device in which a trial could engage the sacred. Judicial oaths, often sworn on relics or the gospels likewise brought the divine into the court; and even the reading of charters during trials, along with the visual impact of the presentation of a charter with its stylized crosses invoking the divine, could integrate justice into a sacral, cosmological framework. The places where courts gathered equally underscored the sacral dimensions of justice. Courts often gathered at the atria or porches of churches, or sometimes in cloisters; and many of the rituals whereby litigants abandoned their claims and/or confessed their wrongs took place either in a chapterhouse or before an altar. In both its mise-en-scène and its procedural elements, the ideal-typical eleventh- and twelfth-century court tightly integrated terrestrial justice with the sacred, whereby the divine was both a participant and guarantor in judicial process.

In this light, as I have already noted, it is striking how few of the ‘just judgment’ cases involved the proposal or performance of an ordeal, despite the fact that such language can be easily found in the ordines for ordeal. The point can be extended to other forms of proof as well: neither oath-taking nor the presentation of documents appears to have been a feature of the ‘just judgment’ cases, at least as they have been recorded. Instead, like in Païen’s case, or in the Le Lude judgment, the ‘just judgment’ cases appear to have been organized primarily around debate and discussion, with judicial decisions following after an evaluation of each
party’s arguments. Similarly, these cases were sometimes explicitly anchored in secular sites of power, lacking the immediate impact of a church’s sacred space. Hubert and Robert pronounced their decision ‘in the stone chamber’ (in camera petrina) of the vicomte at Le Lude. Further, three of the Angevin comital ‘just judgment’ cases took place at Baugé. Although none of these cases specifies where, precisely, the court gathered, we know from other charters that the counts of Anjou had a hall (aula) at Baugé, and that court cases were tried in it. These cases, at least, appear to have gathered specifically at castral sites, set against a backdrop of the symbols of lay power. In terms both of procedure and location, the ‘just judgment’ cases heard in lay courts tended to lack the obvious external signs of the sacred.

A number of the ‘just judgment’ cases thus displayed an absence of the symbols of the sacred that contributed to were, in part, constitutive of the legitimacy of judicial process. How far this court-holders, judges, or litigants perceived this as a problem is unknowable; but choices taken to present decision-making in the language of ‘just judgment’ at least hints that the matter was serious enough so as to warrant alternative means to construct sacral legitimacy. Lacking the expected procedural and/or spatial cues that integrated law into the sacred realm, the decisions pronounced by people like Roger de Montrevault, or Aimeri de Thouars’ judges, exposed lay, coercive judicial power for all to see. Judges were required to take moral responsibility for the decisions they made, without the guarantees of legitimacy that were, theoretically at least, provided by God. Such decisions were especially vulnerable to charges that they were ‘false’ or ‘unjust’—serious charges when resistance to an allegedly ‘false’ decision could quickly escalate to war (guerra). Pronouncements of ‘just judgment’ thus attempted to forestall such criticism by drawing parallels between terrestrial decisions and divine justice. When Hubert the vicomte and Robert the Burgundian announced that they judged ‘by a just judgment’ and that they were ‘judging justly’, they were framing their
decision in the language of sacral justice. ‘Just judgment’ was therefore about more than the legitimation of judicial power: it was about the very legitimacy of the legal sphere, where what mattered was the presence of the sacred. The language of ‘just judgment’ belies the belief that some relationship between justice and the sacred was regarded as essential to the legitimacy of judicial process itself.

V

This brings us back to the central claim of this paper: that the language of ‘just judgment’ represented an attempt to structure the act of decision-making as a mimesis of the Last Judgment. ‘Just judgment’ evoked ideas of God’s Last Judgment, and thus placed conflict within a moral framework that combined legal practice with religious belief. By using this language, lay actors integrated the trial into a totalizing vision of a divinely ordained and sanctioned society whereby the outcome—the judgment—was absolute. By presenting the authority of the judge and the decision in a way evocative of the Last Judgment, lay actors collapsed the distance between the here and now, and the end of time, thus locating their decision—its content and the authority behind it—in the final temporal moment of the cosmos, from which there could be no appeal. This was a language that, theoretically, left nothing to chance. Through ‘just judgment’ language, judges thus laid claim to their moral authority to judge, even if the moral stakes of disputes involving churchmen—especially those whose property fell prey to violence—played a large role in creating the contexts for the specific type of authority that judges sought to claim. The language of ‘just judgment’ mediated between the human activity of judgment and the sacred realm of divine justice thought to operate at the end of time.

The argument of this paper rests on assumptions about the power of language to evoke: to evoke both the memories of the ordeal ordines and its rites from which the language of ‘just
judgment’ took form, as well as metaphors of the Last Judgment that underlie this language. This argument presupposes that the ‘just judgment’ was, first and foremost, an emotive experience. On the other hand, these observations also point to the limitations of this paper’s arguments: ultimately, we cannot recapture how medieval actors experienced the emotional contours of ‘just judgment’, if they did at all. It is tempting to suggest that there was a relationship between ‘just judgment’ language, metaphors of the Last Judgment, the subjective experience of justice, and the construction of the legal sphere itself. Perhaps in the words ‘just judgment’, participants formed in their mind’s eye an image of the celestial tribunal, reinforced by art, architecture, and preaching—an image not only in which God sat in terrible judgment upon the damned, but in which the majesty of the court itself was constituted. But such reflections can never aspire to be more than speculation. Despite the case presented above, there always remains the possibility that ‘just judgment’ was little more than an empty scribal formula.

Such a conclusion seems excessively cautious, however. What this paper has attempted to do is to establish some of the interpretative potential the phrase ‘just judgment’, and to offer some reasons for how, and why, some legal actors might both have recognized that potential, and actively used it. For the ecclesiastical actors on whose records we rely, that ‘just judgment’ dramatized the moral dimensions of conflict by drawing parallels with the Last Judgment looks to be a fairly secure conclusion for at least some cases. For the lay actors credited with pronouncing ‘just judgment’, however, this paper has adduced evidence strongly suggestive that in some contexts, these same lay actors might have used this language themselves with a full understanding of its moral implications. Invoking ‘just judgment’ language represented, at a basic level, efforts towards the legitimation of decision-making through the appeal to ideas that bestowed moral authority upon the act of judgment. This concern was not unique to ‘feudal justice’, nor was the language of ‘just judgment’ the
only way to accomplish this. But ‘just judgment’ language was one means of laying claim to the moral authority of decision-making, and one with which eleventh- and twelfth-century lay actors were more than likely familiar. The ideas underlying ‘just judgment’ were not difficult, nor would it have required significant efforts of imagination to model terrestrial, lay justice on that of divine justice at the Last Judgment—all the more so since the Last Judgment was so foundational to Christian belief. In much the same way the language of ‘just judgment’ sought to build a bridge between the here and now and the ever-after, so too might it have built a bridge between the thoughts and aspirations of our ecclesiastical authors and the lay actors whom they described. The judicial language of ‘just judgment’ may be one particular context in which distinctions between ecclesiastical and lay, religious and secular, make little sense, especially when the interests of lay judges and ecclesiastical litigants in many of the cases considered here overlapped so completely as to be nearly indistinguishable. Perhaps the most significant suggestion that this paper can make, therefore, is that the language of ‘just judgment’ opens a tantalising window onto the processes whereby the lay actors of ‘feudal justice’ laid claim to the moral authority of their judicial power. In ongoing debates about the nature of aristocratic power in eleventh- and twelfth-century France and its relationship to justice, the language of ‘just judgment’ may let us hear the faintest echo of what lay actors said about that relationship. If nothing else, the preceding pages should make clear that what they said is worth listening to.
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